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why choose timber?

SO WHY TIMBER?
> Timber is sustainable and can be recycled at the
end of its service-life
> Timber has a low carbon footprint compared to
other materials
> Timber is more thermally efficient than other
cladding materials
> Timber is a welcoming ‘eye-catcher’ and creates
a ‘warm’ ambience
> Timber is a versatile, natural material offering a
wide choice of finishes, colours and grain patterns

Adcote School for Girls (see Gallery page 9)

Cover Main Picture: Daisy Lodge Children’s Cancer Respite, Shimna Valley, Newcastle, Northern Ireland I Left: Private Residence | Centre: New Teaching Block, University of Ulster, Coleraine | Right: Tesco Extra, Lincoln
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why choose brooks bros (UK)?

choice:
> Brooks Bros inventory of over 50 species
includes many that are perfect for cladding
> Brooks Bros supports the use of home grown,
native timbers - holding large stocks from
English, Welsh and Scottish forests.

service:
> Brooks Bros maintains a nationwide supplier support service:
from design and tender, through planning a project, to care
during and after construction.
> Brooks Bros manufactures the majority of its timber cladding
in its own state-of-the-art machining and finishing facilities here
in the UK.
> Brooks Bros is ISO9001 certified - a sound Quality
Management System that ensures consistency of products
and services.
> Brooks Bros timber cladding is available in standard profile
patterns and dimensions, is supplied unfinished (for natural
weathering) or pre-finished (with a coating or finish to various
specifications including NBS M60).
> Brooks Bros timber cladding is supplied to British product
standards (eg BS EN 942, BS1186 -3:1990, BS8605-1 and
BS8605-Part 2 in preparation).
Brooks Bros offers a nationwide service from five
strategically located customer sales, service and
distribution sites in Maldon (Head Office), Danbury,
Nottingham, Sewstern and Skelmersdale.
For the full Brooks Bros (UK) story see our video at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6I4nQ2HkR6E

> Brooks Bros timber cladding is easy to fix: by working closely
with reputable timber and construction industry bodies to
ensure that appropriate detailing and fixing suggestions are
provided and to meet various specifications such as NBS
Cladding, Weatherboarding and Joinery Specification H21,
K20 and various clauses like Z12, FR1 DI etc from the Wood
Protection Association Commodity Specification.
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added value:
> Brooks Bros samples service and technical expertise helps
customers to make a well-informed decision.
> Brooks Bros offers bespoke timber cladding: one-off profiles
(to non-standard dimensions in timber species not commonly
available) with protective coatings, lacquers and stains,
preservatives and fire retardant treatment: all sourced and
tailored to suit a customer’s own particular requirements
(Brooks Bros prides itself on working with its clients’ bespoke
cladding requirements).

> State-of–the-art machining facilities (including 23 moulders,
fully automated flooring lines, 12 finishing lines, band milling of
logs, finger jointing, sanding machines, optimising cross-cuts
and a laminating press) process timber precisely to customer
specification.

environmental sourcing:
> Brooks Bros is an industry leader in sustainability, delivering an
ambitious environmental strategy with a strong focus on growing
its certified portfolio and reporting publically on its progress.
> Brooks Bros offers almost all of its timber cladding as FSC® or
PEFC certified.
> Brooks Bros offers CE marked timber cladding (to BS EN14915:
2013) that is fit for purpose.

> Brooks Bros purchases and supplies in line with the
Government Timber Procurement Policy (as required by Defra)
with previous guidance from the Central Point of Expertise on
Timber (CPET) and has robust due diligence systems in place
to ensure its compliance with the European Union Timber
Regulation (EUTR).
> Brooks Bros understands the requirements of sustainability
schemes like BREEAM® and Zero Carbon Hub and can
support customers to achieve their sustainability objectives.
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New Teaching Block, University of Ulster, Coleraine (see Gallery page 8)
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I PROJECT
Broomfield Learning and Support Building,
Derby College, Derby
Cladding: Clear Douglas Fir | Kiln dried | PEFC
certified | 600m2 | 25 x 125mm/150mm | Board on
board configuration, vertically clad including T&G
(PTG) | Quality to BS1186-3 1990 Part 4 Class 1
Profile: BB10 | Finish: Sikkens Cetol coating with stain

I PROJECT
New teaching block, University of Ulster, Coleraine

I PROJECT
Carnforth High School Community Sports Centre
Cladding: Western Red Cedar | Kiln dried | PEFC
certified | 500m2 | 25 x 200mm | Quality to BS1186-3
1990 Part 4 Class 1 | Profile: Half lap and shiplap
Finish: Un-finished - to match natural silvery grey colour
of existing buildings

Cladding: Western Red Cedar | Kiln dried | PEFC
certified | 1000m2 | Quality to BS1186-3 1990 Part 4
Class 1 | Profile: A combination of five different
profiles (some standard, some bespoke)
Finish Internal: Pre-finished with Morrells Omnia
coating | Finish External: Un-finished to weather to
its natural silver/grey colour | Louvres: Western Red
Cedar | 1,000mts | 75 x 75mm | to BS1186-3:1990
Part 4 Class 1 uncoated | Comment: ‘Highly
Commended’ in the Best Public Building over
£3m category in the 2016 RSUA Design Awards
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I PROJECT
Adcote School for Girls, Shrewsbury
Cladding: Thermowood Redwood D | FSC® certified
| 400m2 | 18 x 144mm | Quality to BS1186-3 1990
Part 4 Class 2/3 | Profile: BB10 Planed Tongue and
Grooved Finish: Un-finished

I PROJECT
Skelmersdale College
Cladding: Siberian Larch | Kiln dried |
FSC® certified | 10,000m2 |
19 x 144mm | Quality to BS1186-3
1990 Part 4 Class 1/ 2
Profile: Machined to a rhombus profile
similar to Brooks Bros’ BB8 profile
Finish: Morrells Omnia Edwardian
Walnut coating

I PROJECT
University of Ireland, Diamond Hall, County Antrim
Cladding: Western Red Cedar | Kiln dried | PEFC
certified | +40,000 linear metres | Board on board and
half lap configuration, vertically clad | Quality to
BS1186-3 1990 Part 4 Class 1 | Profile: Various profiles
(some standard, some bespoke) | Finish: Un-finished to
weather to its natural silver/grey colour (see second
image) | Comment: 2011 winner of the Conservation and
Restoration section of the Wood Awards in England
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I PROJECT
Birley Moor and Parkway Fire Stations,
Sheffield, South Yorkshire
Cladding: Thermowood Redwood D | FSC®
certified | +1,000m2 | 18 x 144mm | Quality to
BS1186-3:1990 Section 4 class 2 / 3 and BS EN 942
Profiles: Planed T&G, BB10 Microline with dummy
groove | Finish: Un-finished | Louvres and Brise
Soleil: European Redwood | Rectangular square
edges | 50mm x 270mm | Finish: Treated UC3
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I PROJECT
Daisy Lodge Children’s Cancer Respite, Shimna Valley,
Newcastle, Northern Ireland
Cladding and Reveals: Western Red Cedar | Kiln dried |
PEFC certified | 600m2 | 18 x 94mm | Quality to
BS1186-3 Part 4 Class CSH including BS EN 942 J5
Profile: Planed T&G | Finish: Sikkens Cetol light oak
Comment: Winner of the national prize for Environmental
Sustainability Best Practice at the 2014 Green Apple
Awards

I PROJECT
Llys Madoc Care Home,
Conwy, North Wales
Cladding and Reveals: Siberian Larch |
Kiln dried | FSC® certified | +800m2 |
18 x 144mm | Quality to BS11863: 1990
Section 4 Class 1 | Profile: BB10
Shadow gap microline planed tongue
and grooved | Finish: Un-finished

I PROJECT
Royal Military Academy Woolwich, London
Cladding: Western Red Cedar | Finger-jointed |
Kiln dried | PEFC certified | 1,000m2 | 18 x 144mm |
Quality to BS1186:3 1990 Section 4 Class 1
Profile: BB10 Shadow gap microline | Finish: Sikkens
Cetol black coating | Louvres and Brise Soleil: Western
Red Cedar | 4,000 linear metres | 42mm x 42mm |
Quality to BS1186:3 1990 Section 4 Class 1
Profile: Bevelled | Finish: Un-finished

I PROJECT
Private Housing, Oak Hill,
London
Cladding: Kebony® Clear Radiata
Pine | 50m2 | 21 x 42mm |
Quality to BS1186:3 1990 Part 4
Class 1/CSH | Profile: Rectangular
Eased Edges | Finish: Enhanced
Grain (Grey) manufactured by
Shou Sugi Ban
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I PROJECT
Plas Heli Welsh National Sailing Academy and Events
Centre, Pwllheli, North Wales by Ellis Williams Architect
Cladding and Decking: Kebony® Clear | PEFC certified |
2,000m2 | 18 x 144mm | Quality to BS EN 942 J2/ J5/
J10 | Profile: BB10 and Half Lap | Finish: Un-finished

I PROJECT
Porth Eirias Watersports Hotspot Centre,
Colwyn Bay, North Wales
Cladding: UK grown Larch from Welsh and Scottish
Forests | Air dried | FSC® certified | 1,000m2 |
25 x 250mm | Quality to NBS H21 Weatherboarding
specification and BS1186-3 1990 Part 4 Class 1/2
Profile: Featheredge Wavy Lap | Finish: Un-finished
Comment: The weatherboarding was cut and
set-out to replicate the waves through various board
widths overlapped. The building achieved BREEAM®
Excellent certification

I PROJECT
The Ice Cream Farm, Cheshire
Cladding: European/Scandinavian Redwood | Kiln dried
| FSC® certified | 2,000m2 | 18 x 144mm | Quality to
BS1186-3 1990 Part 4 Class 1 | Profile: Shiplap BB2
Finish: Koppers Osmose Microshades Golden Brown to
Class 3 (UC3) Wood Protection Association Commodity
Specification C6, NBS Specification H21
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I PROJECT
Derby Innovation Centre
Cladding: Western Red Cedar |
Kiln dried | PEFC certified | 6,000 linear
metres | 18 x 44mm | Quality to
BS1186-3 1990 Part 4 Class 1/CSH Factory
Profile: Pencil with chamfered edges
Finish: Morrells XeroFire Intumescent
coating

I PROJECT
Thames Valley Gateway
Regeneration Bird Hides
Cladding: Siberian Larch |
Kiln dried | FSC® certified |
20m2 | 19 x 144mm |
Quality to BS1186-3 1990
Part 4 Class 2/3
Profile: BB1A planed T&G
Finish: Oiled

I PROJECT
Royton Community Centre
Cladding: Western Red Cedar | Kiln dried |
PEFC certified | 500m2 | 25 x 140mm |
BS1186-3 1990 Part 4 Class 1 |
Profile: Shadow Gap Microline
Comment: Secret Fix Clip System
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I PROJECT
Asda, Telford
Cladding: Thermowood Redwood | FSC®
certified | 10,000 metres | 42 x 42mm |
Quality to BS1186-Part 4 Class 2/3
Profile: Square with chamfered edges
Finish: Un-finished | Battens: Redwood |
44 x 50mm | Finish: Coated with a Basalt
Grey (RAL7012) to match the cladding when
weathered | Treatment to NBS Specification
Z12 Wood Protection Association Commodity
Specification C5 Use Class 3 (UC3)

I PROJECT
Tesco Extra, Lincoln

I PROJECT
Sainsbury’s, Wolverhampton
Cladding: Western Red Cedar | Kiln dried | PEFC
certified | 5,000 metres | 18 x 144mm | Quality to
BS1186-Part 4 Class 1/2 BS EN942 | Profile: Planed
T&G V jointed BB1A | Finish: UV Teknos Light Oak
Aqua Primer 2900 and Aqua Top 2900

Cladding and Reveals:
Siberian Larch | Kiln dried |
FSC® certified | 5,000
metres | 25 & 18 x 144mm |
Quality to BS1186-Part 4
Class 1/2 | Profiles: BB6,
Rhombus and bespoke
Finish: Un-finished
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popular timbers
As a leading UK timber supplier, Brooks Bros consistently offers
some 50 of today’s most popular timber species - probably the
broadest range available from a single source. Many of these are
recognised as ideal for use as cladding for walls and ceilings.
EXTERNAL

AMERICAN CHERRY
With rich red to reddish-brown heartwood, this is a
premium timber for high-end interior uses.
Moderately durable | Density 580kg/m3
AMERICAN BLACK WALNUT
Not mainstream cladding, but its rich dark brown to
purplish-black colour offers good contrast
Moderately durable | Density 550-660kg/m3
AMERICAN WHITE ASH
Lovely, creamy-white wood with a bold grain:
perfect for interior display
Not durable | Density 680-750kg/m3
AMERICAN WHITE OAK
Shows off colour variations from pale yellow-brown
to biscuit with a pinkish tint
Durable to moderately durable | Density 670-770kg/m3
AYOUS - OBECHE
Another interior fascia favourite, a creamy-white
to pale yellow hardwood choice
Not-durable | Density 370-440kg/m3
CUMARU
Also called Brazilian Teak this is golden to red-brown
with an orange-pink tint
Very durable | Density 1060kg/m3
DOUGLAS FIR IMPORTED (Coastal Clears)
Versatile reddish-brown, mostly clear of knots
and generally close-grained
Moderately to slightly durable | Density 510-550kg/m3
HEMLOCK IMPORTED WESTERN
Pale brown in colour and somewhat lustrous with a
straight grain
Slightly durable | Density 470-510kg/m3
IDIGBO EMERI / FRAMIRE
An excellent utility timber due to its medium weight
and outstanding stability
Moderately durable | Density 520-560kg/m3
IPE
Often referred to as 'Brazilian Walnut' or ‘Ironwood,’
it’s as tough as it sounds
Very durable | Density 1040kg/m3
IROKO
It’s yellow when freshly machined, quickly changing
to medium, then darker brown
Durable to very durable | Density 630-670kg/m3
HARD MAPLE
Very popular cream to light brown timber ideal for
interior that finishes beautifully
Slightly durable | Density 740kg/m3

INTERNAL
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species
EXTERNAL

MERANTI DARK RED
Another established, good all-rounder: despite its
name, this wood is actually more brown in colour
Slightly durable to durable | Density 600-630kg/m3
MOVINGUI
Beautiful deep and golden yellow colours considered
as an ideal alternative to oak
Moderately durable | Density 670kg/m3
RED LAURO/LOURO
A versatile reddish brown external cladding alternative
to Western Red Cedar
Moderately durable | Density 600-650kg/m3
SAPELE
An extremely popular Redwood, similar to Brazilian
Mahogany with a lovely finish
Moderately durable | Density 640-700kg/m3
SIBERIAN LARCH
A popular choice due to its aesthetic beauty
Slightly to moderately durable | Density 570-650kg/m3

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE
Varies from pale straw to a light reddish-brown
Slightly durable | Density 400-500kg/m3

STEAMED BEECH
Steaming creates a fairly consistent tone of tan to
reddish brown cladding
Not durable | Density 690-750kg/m3
TULIPWOOD
From white to pale olive-brown with olive green
streaks also called Yellow Poplar
Slightly durable | Density 510kg/m3
WESTERN RED CEDAR
Popular reddish brown cladding that ages to silver grey
if left unprotected
Durable | Density 330-390kg/m3

home grown timbers
Through its Home Grown Timber Division, Brooks Bros
includes in its stock list a selection of home grown species as a
cost-effective and sustainable alternative to imported timber.
BRITISH CEDAR
Reddish to light brown with more knots than its
overseas cousin that enhance its character
Moderately durable | Density 330-390kg/m3
BRITISH DOUGLAS FIR
A reliable, tough home grown option: reddish to light
brown with strong grain pattern
Moderately to slightly durable | Density 470-520kg/m3
BRITISH LARCH
Pale orange/brown to reddish brown offering a
natural and cost-effective choice
Slightly to moderately durable | Density 470-650kg/m3

INTERNAL
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INTERNAL

EUROPEAN OAK
Yellowish-brown in colour with a distinct silver grain:
a northern hemisphere favourite
Durable | Density 670-760kg/m3
EUROPEAN REDWOOD
Creamy white to yellow colour, straight to interlocked
grain and smooth texture
Slightly to moderately durable | Density 500-540kg/m3
EUROPEAN SPRUCE
Colour range from creamy white/light yellow to
red-brown also used for musical instrument sound boards
Not to slightly durability | Density 400-470kg/m3
SWEET CHESTNUT
Golden colour (similar to oak) that will weather to a
natural silver tone if left untreated
Durable | Density 540-650kg/m3

Note: Some of these timbers will need preservative treatment when used externally.

modified timbers
The recent introduction and popularity of modified timbers
(Kebony and Thermowood) adds further cladding choices for
architects, building contractors and specifiers.
KEBONY CHARACTER
FSC® certified wood with enhanced cell structure and
a smooth surface containing knots
Durability Class 1/2 | Density 610kg/m3
KEBONY CLEAR
FSC®/PEFC® certified wood with enhanced cell
structure and a clear knot-free appearance
Class 1 durable | Density 750kg/m3
THERMOWOOD® REDWOOD
Modified by heat-treating Scandinavian Redwood.
Medium brown on delivery
Has improved durability | Density 450-540kg/m3
TREATED REDWOOD (UC3) - BROWN
Manufactured from slow-grown Pine that darkens
over time to quite a dark wood
Moderately to slightly durable | Density 500-540kg/m3
TREATED WHITEWOOD (UC3) - BROWN
Manufactured from slow-grown Scandinavian/European
Whitewood and takes finishes well
Slightly durable | Density 400-470kg/m3

CE Declaration of Conformity | EN14915:2013 Declaration of Performance details on products relevant to CE can be viewed/downloaded on
our website at www.brookstimber.com/cencertificates.php
Note: Details stated throughout this publication represent a fair description of the product or service offered and are given without liability.
Colours are as accurate as photographic and printing processes allow. Availability and sizes are subject to confirmation at time of order.
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I PROJECT
Family home, Isle of Wight by architect Lincoln Miles, Isle of Wight
Cladding: Kebony® Clear | PEFC certified | 600m2 | Mixed sizes 20 x 143mm,
21 x 42mm, 21 x 68mm, 21 x 95mm | Quality to BS1186:3 1990 Part 4 Class 1
Profile: Rectangular eased and square edges | Finish: Un-finished
Comment: Kebony was chosen for its environmental credentials, durability
and aesthetics | Featured on UK Channel 4’s ‘Grand Designs’

Photographs © JULIAN WINSLOW
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Kebony®
an excellent cladding
alternative to tropical
hardwood
Kebony® is real wood with enhanced cell structure
ideal for exterior applications that demand high
performance and refined good looks.
Developed in Norway, the Kebony® technology is
an environmentally friendly, patented process, which
enhances the properties of sustainable softwood
with a bio-based liquid. The process permanently
modifies the wood cell walls giving Kebony®
premium hardwood characteristics and a rich
brown colour.
It is a highly durable, sustainable wood with the
aesthetics and performance of the best tropical
hardwoods. It requires minimum maintenance and
brings low life cycle costs. In addition, Kebony is
resistant to rot, fungi and other wood destroying
microorganisms and it is safe and toxin-free.
Kebony® is available in clear and character grade
(see page 17 for more details). After exposure to sun
and rain the wood develops a natural silver-gray
patina without losing its hard-wearing properties.
Brooks Bros (UK) Ltd is a recommended UK supplier
of Kebony® products.

I PROJECT
The Point, Polzeath, Cornwall by Laurence Associates, Cornwall
Cladding: Kebony® Character | FSC® certified | 500m2 |
25 x 150mm | Quality to BS1186-3 1990 Part 4 Class 1
Profile: 18 x 144mm square | Finish: Un-finished

Photographs © BRANDTRAIN
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western red cedar cladding
Western Red Cedar (sourced mainly from Western Canada)
is probably the most popular timber used for external cladding.
It is durable, versatile, easy to use and requires little maintenance.
If left untreated, over time, it weathers to a beautiful silver-grey
colour. Its low density (330-390kg per m3) confirms it as one of
the lightest durable softwoods available, making it easy to
handle and to work with (to saw, cut, machine and fix). It has
good thermal and acoustic characteristics. It has excellent
dimensional strength and is class 2 ‘durable’. It takes most stains,
colours and finishes well (please ask for details) and is the ideal
choice for fast-track cladding projects.

BB1A 144mm x 18mm

BB2 144mm x 18mm

BB10 144mm x 18mm

BB11 144mm x 18mm
External L Mould
Corner Section
44mm x 44mm

BB4A 94mm x 18mm

stocked items
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stocked items

feather edge cladding
Machine painted black, Feather Edge cladding/weatherboard is
produced from kiln dried Scandinavian softwood, pressure
treated to Class UC3 (BS EN335) to ensure long life and
durability. It is sawn on all four faces and finished front, back
and both edges.

As standard it is a 22mm (feathering to 8mm) x 175mm profile
supplied in random lengths between 3.6m and 6.0m. Bespoke
profiles available on request.
Availability: Delivery is normally around 7-10 days from order. For details of current
availability please call your Brooks Bros contact or your nearest Brooks Bros Sales
Office (see back cover)

waney edge cladding
Waney Edge is a very traditional form of cladding. It is created
by overlapping boards cut through and through straight from
the tree, with one edge left with the profile of the tree from
which it came (the waney edge) and one square edge.
The boards are laid to show the waney edge, with an overlap of
40/50mm. It is normally supplied untreated but can be treated
to UC3 if required (treatment will change the colour of the
timber temporarily - mainly in green and brown pigments).
Available from stock: Elm, Douglas Fir, Larch and Oak (other species available on request).
Delivery is normally around 7-10 days from order. For details of current availability please
call your Brooks Bros contact or your nearest Brooks Bros Sales Office (see back cover).

finger jointed cladding
To create this form of cladding Brooks Bros ‘finger-join’ short
pieces of timber together, creating very stable boards of
convenient length (up to six metres) that help minimise waste
and speed-time on site. These boards can be machined to
specification. Species used include Sweet Chestnut, European
Oak and Western Red Cedar.

Availability: Delivery is normally around 7-10 days from order. For details of current
availability please call your Brooks Bros contact or your nearest Brooks Bros Sales
Office (see back cover)

timber cladding

responsible sourcing
As forests around the world come under increasing pressure, it has
never been more urgent to ensure that the timber-based products
that we source support environmentally sound and socially beneficial
practices - a promise that we will pass on to our customers.
Guiding us in our day-to-day purchasing, we operate a Responsible
Purchasing Policy that is informed by the latest regulatory,
technological and market developments appropriate to our business.
We take a systematic approach to ensure the legal origin of the timber
in our products and to comply with the EU Timber Regulation and
Construction Products Regulation.
However, we must look beyond legality as the laws in many countries
do not necessarily equate to sustainability. That is why we source
from companies that manage their forests responsibly and are able
to demonstrate this through independent certification according to
internationally recognised standards. Where this is not possible, we
work with our suppliers to transition towards more responsible
practices.
Our FSC® and PEFCTM certified products meet the UK government’s
procurement policy, specified by the Central Point of Expertise
(CPET). They also lead to credit awards in BREEAM, a leading design
and assessment method for sustainable buildings. Read our
Environmental Strategy to find out how we tackle the environmental
impacts of our business. www.brookstimber.co.uk/environment.php

Brooks Bros (UK) Ltd is:
> FSC Chain of Custody Certified: Our FSC certified products
promote responsible forest management, protecting indigenous
peoples’ rights and conserving endangered flora and fauna.
> PEFC Chain of Custody Certified: Our PEFC certified products
promote sustainable forest management and helps protect
fundamental rights of workers along the supply chain.
> BM Trada Forest Products Chain of Custody Certified: permitting
us to sell products that have been legally-verified, such as Bureau
Veritas OLB.
> Timber Trade Federation (TTF) Responsible Purchaser: This
certifies that our due diligence system is in line with the TTF’s
Responsible Purchasing Policy, a risk management framework for
compliance with the TTF Environmental Code of Conduct and the
EU Timber Regulation.
> ISO 9001 Certified: This ensures that we operate a sound Quality
Management System enables us to consistently offer products and
services that meet our customers’ needs.
> FSC® - C013816: Look for FSC certified products.

environmental sourcing
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profiles and ancillary products

standard profiles, trimmings and reveals

BB1A 144mm x 18mm

Brooks Bros timber cladding is machined to the highest
standards in its own sawmills. Today, processing timber demands
intelligent system solutions from start to finish. Brooks Bros has
tended to build its systems around the finest German-produced
machines and systems (Rondamat grinders and Weinig
Powermat moulders feature heavily in our inventory in order
to produce fine quality profiles).

BB2 144mm x 18mm

BB3A 144mm x 18mm

BB6 144mm x 18mm

So, now all you need to do is specify a timber species from
Brooks Bros’ wide selection (see earlier SPECIES section) and the
profile or profiles from this wide range of standard profiles.

BB4A 94mm x 18mm

PAR Sections
BB8A 144mm x 18mm

BB5 94mm x 14mm

18mm x 44/94/144/194mm
40mm x 40/69/94/144/194mm

BB7 94mm x 12mm
External L Mould
Corner Section
44mm x 44mm

BB9 144mm x 18mm

BB10 144mm x 18mm

BB11 144mm x 18mm

Louvre Blades Various Sizes
Note: Wider or bigger sections are available on request - dependent on specie. Profiles may need to be
modified to suit specification - please confirm with the specifier or architect. Timber is a natural material with
individual character (eg colour, knots etc) - this should be considered when selecting or specifying species
with regards aesthetics and performance of the product in situ. Availability: Dependent on choice of species
and machining time, delivery is normally around 10-12 working days from order. For details of current
availability please call your Brooks Bros contact or your nearest Brooks Bros Sales Office (see back cover).

timber cladding

profiles and ancillary products
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shingles, shakes, hip and ridge
Shingles and Shakes are used in both wall and roof
applications. Treated or untreated they both offer an
excellent low carbon footprint. A Shingle is made by sawing
a block of wood on both sides to give a relatively smooth
face and back. A Shake is hand split along the natural grain
of the wood then re-sawn, to give a textured face and
smooth back. Both offer a high degree of thermal insulation,
are light to transport and easy to install.

bespoke profiles

Availability: Ex stock delivered approximately five days. Note: Detailed Shingles and
Ridges installation manual available on request.

If the profile a project requires is not available among the
standard range (opposite), Brooks Bros will machine it precisely
to specification from a sample or a drawing. From initial drawing
and tool making to choice of timber species and machining,
Brooks Bros expertise and eye-to-detail service makes the job
so simple.
So, if you need a one-off profile or to source an existing one that
isn’t standard, please contact your nearest Brooks Bros Sales
Office (see the back cover for details).
Availability: Dependent on the choice of species, delivery is normally around 10-12
working days from order. For details of current availability please call your Brooks Bros
contact or your nearest Brooks Bros Sales Office (see back cover).

secret fix system profile

louvre blades
Brooks Bros Louvre Blades (elliptical, square edged and pencil
round edged) are used in Bris Soleil and other solar shading
devices as a popular way of controlling solar gain and adding
stylish features to a building. They offer wind and climate control,
let the breeze in and create a privacy screen. They are available

This is a unique profile that Brooks Bros machines to individual
specification. It forms part of a hidden cladding fastener kit
(for details of the full kit see page 28).

in a variety of profiles, sizes and most timber species and can be
pre-finished like all Brooks Bros cladding profiles.
Availability: For details of current availability (particularly on sections above 230mm
wide) please call your Brooks Bros contact or your nearest Brooks Bros Sales Office
(see back cover).
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pre-finishing and treatments

Brooks Bros offers a number of pre-delivery applied
treatments: decorative, preservative, intumescent and fire

decorative finishes

retardant timber treatments for both interior and external

Decorative coatings (both translucent and opaque) provide

cladding projects. As with other aspects of the specifying pro-

timber cladding with a protective layer that insulates the

cess Brooks Bros’ expertise and considerable know-how

surface and provides structural stability while at the same time,

is available to guide through this important ‘finishing’ phase of

enhancing aesthetics. Brooks Bros pre-treats in its own finishing

cladding. For details of all available finishes and treatments

plants and supplies both internal and external cladding coatings

please call your Brooks Bros contact or your nearest Brooks

with low film build from leading specialist brands that include

Bros Sales Office (see back cover).

Morrells, Sikkens, Teknos and Osmo.

slow weathering treatment
Sioo Wood Protection uses silicon technology to provide highly
effective and proven protection for timber. By mirroring the
natural ageing process and accelerating the creation of the
silver-grey appearance it provides long life protection in an
environmentally friendly way. It resists the formation of algae and
black spore (particularly on resinous timbers such as Larch, Cedar
and Oak). It reinforces and strengthens the surface of the cladding
and is long lasting with minimal maintenance requirement. This
technique also works very well with Thermowood.

UNTREATED

intumescent and
fire retardant coatings
These finishes are a relatively new development in timber
cladding finishing. Brooks Bros provides this service based only
on a client’s recommendation as a water-based option for internal
applications.
TREATED

timber cladding

pre-finishing and treatments
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shou sugi ban (charred timber)

decay treatments

Shou Sugi Ban® is a modern technique developed in the UK by

For non-durable cladding used externally (or exposed to the

timber specialists to create natural and truly unique finishes for

elements) Brooks Bros offers pressure-impregnated treatments that

architectural projects. Biophilic design is becoming more popular

help protect against termite damage and fungal decay. Using finishes

for interior and exterior design and these charred timber

from leading, recognised manufacturers like Tanalith E, Wolmanit

products fit the brief, they are bespoke and provide a variety of

and Koppers-Osmose (MicroPro and MicroShades) these treatments

finished surfaces. Shou Sugi Ban® charred timber cladding is

give Class 1 durability in accordance with EN 350-1 and EN 335-1.

custom made to order: finished exactly as you want it, machined

Other specific pressure treatments are available on request.

to any standard or a bespoke profile and delivered as you need it.

USE CLASS TABLE SOURCE BS EN335
1

Above ground and covered. Permanently dry, insect risk

2

Above ground and covered. Occasional risk of wetting

3A Above ground and coated. Exposed to frequent wetting
3B Above ground and uncoated. Exposed to frequent wetting

fire pressure
retardant treatment
To provide this service Brooks Bros works with a number of
approved specialists, using commercially proven global fire
retardant brands like Lonza ATP, DRICON, NON-COM Exterior,
Fire X and Fire Pro. These systems have been tested to BS EN
13501-1:2002 Fire classification of construction products and
building elements to Euro Class B or C and/or BS 476 Part 7
Surface Spread of Flame of Products.
Note: It is important that you seek all the relevant product data and suitability on the end use
application as Brooks Bros cannot CE Mark any enhanced fire retardant products.
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accessories

secret fix system
This is a unique cladding fixing system based on a special profile
that Brooks Bros machines to specification (see earlier section) and
a patented hidden fastener that offers fast and easy installation.
The result is a truly professionally finished look to the installed
cladding. Brooks Bros offers and stocks this system as an
alternative to traditional fixing of horizontal and vertical cladding.
The fastener is made from reinforced stainless steel and tested to
be up to 3 times stronger than other unseen fasteners. Using the kit
offers quick and easy installation. It is suitable for use with dense
timbers and pre-finished/coated profiles.
Availability: Supplied in kits containing 300 Secret Fix clips, 20 starter clips, 325 stainless steel screws
and a T-15 Driver Tip

support battens
Machined from treated softwood (UC3B BS EN335) Brooks Bros
Standard and Sloping/Chamfered Battens are available from
stock in a wide range of sizes (from 19 x 38mm up to 95 x 95mm)
with the option of having other sizes machined to specification in
Brooks Bros’ own sawmills. They are treated to NBS specification
Z12 and Wood Protection Association Commodity Specification
C6/C8 to ensure both horizontal/vertical timber weatherboarding
is well supported.

timber cladding

accessories
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nails and fixings
Choosing fixings for cladding is important as it affects the
structural performance and aesthetic appearance of the cladding.
They should (preferably) be of stainless steel grade 305 minimum
for general cladding application and grade 316 stainless steel for
cladding exposed to marine environments or close to coastal
areas. Stainless steel has inherent corrosion protection and the
head will weather to the similar weathered silver-grey colour of
the cladding.
Fixings should be driven to finish flush with the wood surface

breather membranes and tapes

and nail penetration into battens should be twice the thickness
of the board minimum for ring shanks. As a guide, it is

Brooks Bros offers two forms of Breather Membranes and

recommended two face fixings for boards (75mm and above)

Breather Membrane Tapes:

and not more than 450mm centres for fixings.

DuPontTM Tyvek® House Wrap: Ideal for timber frame wall
systems it is made of high density polyethylene fibres for

Brooks Bros recommend a Structural Engineer is involved in the
design of the cladding systems to ensure the correct type and
number of fasteners are used to adequately support the loads

long-term protection against the elements. It is a durable,
lightweight, wind-tight and water resistant solution designed
for use in new build, refurbishment or extension projects.

from self-weight and wind. All fixings need to meet BS 1202
standards.

DuPontTM Tyvek® UV Façade: Specifically designed for
long-term UV and moisture protection in open and ventilated

The Brooks Bros inventory of stainless steel nails, fixings and

rain-screen cladding systems it offers exceptional moisture

screws is comprehensive, covers all cladding requirements and

management properties. It is lightweight, flexible, easy to install

includes:

and retains full performance when exposed to high UV and
heat levels.

> Grade 305 Shingle Stainless Steel Nails
> Grade 305 Stainless Steel Cladding Annular Ring Shank
Nails
> Grade 305 Resistance Swaneze Bugle Head Screws:
8.74mm diameter head, 4.17mm diameter shank and sizes

Tyvek UV Façade Tape and Tyvek Acrylic Tape: Tyvek® UV
Façade Tape helps achieve optimal airtightness when fitting a
Tyvek® UV Façade membrane, and DuPont™ Tyvek® Acrylic Tape
is particularly suitable for damage repairs or making good as well
as seals around pipes, windows or overlaps.

from 51mm to 76mm long
> Grade 305 Trim Bugle Head Screws:
5.84mm diameter head, 3.81mm diameter shank and sizes
from 51mm to 76mm long
> Grade 316 Woodpecker Marine Stainless Steel Screws:
3.81mm diameter shank and sizes from 57mm to 76mm
long
> Grade 316 Marine Grade Heavy Duty Framing Fixings:
Tamer® Hex washer head, sizes 6mm diameter x 102 / 152 /
203mm long and 57mm thread length
> Grade 304 Stainless Steel Annular Ring Shank Fixings:

insect mesh

With mechanical or pneumatic fixing, D-Head/Clipped
Head Paper Tape. Recommended for the application of roof

This fine screening mesh is a high quality extruded high density

shingles, shakes and cladding, particularly Western Red

polyethylene (HDPE) structure offering effective protection from

Cedar, Siberian Larch and other wood species with high

the smallest of insects and debris. It provides excellent light

tannin content. Compatible with particular Paslode, Bosch,

transmission and allows good air-flow, is rigid (so that it can be

Dewalt, Makita, Hitachi, Bostitch, Grip-Rite - check for

installed in panels) and can be used in both temporary and

compatibility before ordering.

permanent applications.
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support services

‘The Complete Package’ is neatly wrapped by support services
built on over 60 years industry experience and based on a
combination of family values, targeted ambition, international
reputation and balanced foresight.
Brooks Bros’ passion for timber shows in all facets of its
approach: from responsible sourcing of timbers, state-of-the-art
sawmill, finishing and warehouse facilities and technical support.

samples service
Brooks Bros regard samples as key to the selection of the
appropriate species and profile for a cladding project. It is
important to get a true and fair representation of the product to
be supplied. Brooks Bros offers next day delivery of hand-size
samples of stock items, with other larger and specific (species,
profile, finish etc) samples available to order.

customer support
Timber cladding has become a very detailed subject. Over recent

Brooks Bros advises that, “When considering timber as the cladding

years more and more product regulatory, standard and environmental

material it should be remembered that each species features its own

requirements have been brought in to play. To help guide designers,

very distinctive and natural variations in colour. Not all trees produce

specifiers and contractors through all aspects of a project Brooks

boards of the same length and trees grow branches that result in

Bros’ team of cladding specialists will guide you through all latest

knots (lots or few per specie). Timber is a natural product and it will

developments.

move so expect some surface checking and splitting especially on
elevations in direct sunlight. Just a few key aspects that need to be

In the first instance, and the earlier in the process the better, please

considered: that the Brooks Bros team can talk you through. Here are

contact your usual/nearest Brooks Bros Sales Office (see back cover).

a few more things that need considering when choosing timber as
your cladding choice.”

timber cladding
1 Selection of Species: Should be based mainly on the aesthetic
requirement (colour, grain, knot content etc), then durability (service
life based on the various standards BSEN350, EN335 and BS8417)
and finally cost. A Brooks Bros team member can talk you through
every aspect. Obtaining an actual sample, in order to appreciate the
wood prior to specifying or ordering, is always essential.
2 Profile: Should be based on aesthetics, vertical or horizontal fixing
and installation. It’s important to ensure all coated, factory finished
profiles have radii on exposed edges. Could it be secret fixed?
3 Detailing: This is key to ensuring good flow of moisture and air in
the completed construction. The effect of other agents such as rain
and wind are also important, for example it is important to understand that extractive can leach onto other materials and not only discolour the other materials but corrode metals.
4 Delivery and Handling: Ensure all cladding is securely packaged,
for example all factory coated cladding needs to have separating
membranes in between the layers to avoid cladding sticking together,
and on delivery ensure that all the cladding is allowed to acclimatise
(allow airflow between the boards). It is important that boards are
not stored in direct sunlight as there is a risk of distortion and splitting.
5 Installation: Have you allowed for breather membranes (BBA
approved), insect mesh, treated battens (UC3 BS EN335) and have
the battens been treated at any cut ends? Always face fix unless you

COMPONENT

Treated Battens Vertical
(Counter)
Treated Battens Horizontal
(Check if Sloped)
Insect Mesh

Cladding Species

Cladding Profile
Cladding Finish
(If Applicable)
Coating Finish
(If Applicable)
Corner Section
Additional Sections
(Bespoke)
Fixings for Battens

Fixings for Cladding

Battens Cut End Treatment
Cladding End Grain Sealer
or Touch Paint

DIMENSION PROFILE
GUIDANCE PAGE

UNIT OF
MEASURE
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are using secret fix clips and ensure appropriate stainless fixings are
used and sufficient gaps for ventilation and differential movement
have been allowed for.
6 Maintenance: Coatings and factory-finished cladding need a regular
maintenance cycle - dependent on species and selected coating brand
a minimum one-year maintenance cycle is always recommended.
7 Weathering and Discolourations of Cladding: This happens
through a combination of factors (moisture, sunlight, microorganisms
and extractive/metal staining). Some is inevitable especially if the
cladding is to be left to weather to its natural silver/grey colour.
You need to be aware that different timbers can perform differently.
8 BM TRADA External Timber Cladding Manual:
This is a detailed publication that contains guidance
on all aspects of timber cladding, including: the
applications and types of timber cladding,
commonly used species, timber selection, detailed
design updates, storage, installing and maintenance.
Brooks Bros offer customers an opportunity to
purchase copies at a discounted rate. Please ask
for details.
9 Be Properly Prepared: To further help in preparing properly here is
a simple checklist of what needs to be considered:

SIZE

QUANTITY

OFFICE CHECK

Also available from Brooks Bros:

clear grade softwoods
Our softwoods range from clear grade like Douglas Fir and
Western Red Cedar through to European Redwoods.
•
•
•
•
•

Douglas Fir Kiln Dried 85/15 No.2/3 Clear and Vertical Grain - Door stock
Hemlock Kiln Dried 85/15 No.2/3 clear and Vertical Grain - Door stock
Siberian Larch Unsorted Grade KD
Southern Yellow Pine Kiln Dried Saps/Prime & Better Grade
Western Red Cedar Air Dried/Green/No.2 Clear & Better

timber decking
Brooks Bros timber decking is available from stock (for delivery
in 48 hours) in a range of standard profile patterns, dimensions
and a number of popular hardwood, softwood and modified
timbers which include a range of FSC® certified options. Deck
boards can also be bespoke machined to order. To complement
the deck boards Brooks Bros stocks a range of decking
components (post, spindles, etc) in matching materials to
complete the project.

machining and finishing
Brooks Bros’ machining and finishing operations offer customers
real ‘added value’. Whether it’s a large run or a multiple set-up,
a unique profile that needs to be matched or simply a standard
profile, producing accurate and competitively priced profiles is
something Brooks Bros has the expertise and ability to excel in.
At every step: from sawing and machining through finishing
to supplying, Brooks Bros has invested in the very latest
woodworking technology in order to deliver to specific needs.

brookstech laminated PAR
blanks and bespoke laminating
A range of PAR laminated timber sections, supplied in a variety
of standard sizes, ready to convert into window, door and
staircase profiles. With the installation of the latest Taylor
Laminating Press, Brooks Bros can produce laminated timber
sections up to 150mm x 900mm x 4.9m.

For tenders, quotations and further information regarding timber cladding, please contact your usual Brooks Bros sales person
or your nearest Brooks Bros Sales Office (see below) or email: sales@brookstimber.co.uk. To access Brooks Bros’ extensive library
of product literature visit: www.brookstimber.com and click on Downloads.

Brooks Bros (UK) Ltd
Maldon (Head Office): Blackwater Place I The Causeway I Maldon I Essex CM9 4GG I Telephone: 01621 877400 I Fax: 01621 859054
Danbury: The Timber Yard I off Runsell Lane I Danbury I Essex CM3 4PE I Telephone: 01245 221700 I Fax: 01245 223121
Nottingham: Lenton Lane I Nottingham NG7 2PR I Telephone: 0115 993 1112 I Fax: 0115 993 1151
Sewstern: Gunby Road I Sewstern I Grantham I Lincolnshire NG33 5RD I Telephone: 01476 861097 I Fax: 01476 860231
Skelmersdale: 1-3 Glebe Road I Gillibrands I Skelmersdale I Lancashire WN8 9JP I Telephone: 01695 553700 I Fax: 01695 553705
Email: sales@brookstimber.co.uk I Website: www.brookstimber.com
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